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Nautilius 

An Erasmus+ sport project for the 

social inclusion of people with 

special abilities through sport, 

namely swimming 

 

 

 



 

What is Nautilius ? 

Nautilius is an Erasmus+ SPORT 

project funded by the European 

Commission. Nautilius aims to 

address the challenges of the social 

inclusion of people with special 

abilities through sport, namely 

swimming.  

Nautilius is in line with the European 

Policies in the field of Sport as a 

mean for the promotion of healthy 

lifestyle and the social inclusion of 

subjects that are in risk of social 

exclusion.  

The European Union promotes the 

sharing and promotion of good 

practices, and this is the basic 

objective of this project. 

 

Which are the 

participating countries? 

The consortium is composed of the 

following organizations: 

1.  Association APDV Murgano, a non-

profit Swimming Association from Enna, 

Italy, as the Coordinator 

2. The Directorate of Secondary 

Education of Pieria, a Secondary 

Education public Establishment from 

Katerini, Greece, as partner  

3.  Associazione Essenia UETP, University 

and Enterprise Training Partnership from 

Salerno, Italy, as partner  

4. Asterias Sports club (Swimming 

Department) from Katerini, Greece as 

partner and  

5.  Edirne Youth and Supporting Disabled 

Association, a non-profit Social 

Association from Edirne Turkey as 

partner. 

 

Which are Nautilius’ 

objectives? 

Through Nautilius the consortium will 

identify, share and promote: 

 The Good practices in social inclusion 

of people with special abilities 

through sport, namely swimming  

 The Good practices in how swimming 

contributes to the mental and 

physical wellbeing and  

 The Good practices in sports at 

school, how education can promote 

the social inclusion of students with 

special abilities through swimming. 

The project will aim to confront ideas 

and methods in different areas related 

to sport and physical activity. 

Nautilius’ deliverable products: 

 1. Nautilius’ website:           

www.nautiliusproject.com 

2. The Guide of Good Practices on the 

value of Sport, namely swimming as a 

mean for the social inclusion of people 

with special abilities, an open educational 

resource.  

 


